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6.1 Introduction 

Mopan (Mayan, Belize/Guatemala) has two noun classifiers that resemble gender markers in that 

they indicate sex of the referent when used with nouns denoting humans, and are also used with 

terms for animals and inanimate objects for which gender must be lexically specified. However, 

the Mopan gender markers (GM) violate expectations about canonical gender as described in 

Corbett and Fedden (2016; also see Corbett and Fedden this volume) in several ways. Most 

notably, only a minority of Mopan nouns are gendered; gender is marked only in conjunction 

with the noun rather than in multiple syntactic domains; gender-marking can be omitted in 

certain syntactic contexts; and gender-marking can be introduced with a normally non-gendered 

noun when it co-occurs with an adjectival modifier. These apparent anomalies lead to the 

questions what grammatical and discourse functions are served by the Mopan GM, and how their 

non-canonical properties can be understood. 

We address these questions by examining the productive functions of the GM1, using data 

primarily from narratives (e.g. Ventur 1976; author’s data). We find that the non-canonical 

 
1  We use the term “productive” in a broad sense, to include the open-ended ability of GM to 

form lexical items such as agentive nominals, their extension to certain syntactic contexts, and 

creative uses of gender marking for particular communicative purposes, to be illustrated below. 
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distribution of GM in Mopan allows them to take on determiner-like functions that they share 

with the Mopan article (ART), even though in other respects they pattern differently from the 

article (see sections 6.4.1.1 and 6.4.3). In investigating further productive functions of the Mopan 

GM, we find that most are connected to two functions of cognate morphemes that are ancient 

and widespread in the Mayan family:  use as honorific titles with human proper names, and use 

to derive agentive nominals from active intransitive verb stems. These functions are related to 

each other in that human beings are both prototypical agents and also prototypically gender-

differentiated beings. Both functions are extended in various ways in Mopan, to be discussed in 

what follows.  

The chapter is organized as follows. We begin with classificatory and typological 

information about Mopan (section 6.2). Section 6.3 lists the ways in which the GM resemble 

more conventional gender markers, and section 6.4 lists and illustrates their non-canonical 

properties. Section 6.4.3 includes a brief characterization of the determiner-like function of 

Mopan GM. In section 6.5 we discuss additional productive functions of the GM (agentivity and 

differentiation), and how these functions are extended in the grammar and in the lexicon. Section 

6.6 summarizes the argument, and in section 6.7 we relate the non-canonical properties of the 

Mopan GM to their functions. 

 

6.2 Classificatory and typological background 

Mopan Maya is spoken by several thousand people spanning the Belize-Guatemala border. It is a 

member of the Yucatecan branch of the Mayan language family, illustrated in Figure 1.2  

 
2  There is some disagreement among Mayanists about the details of these relationships, but they agree on the 
placement of Mopan within Yucatecan, and on the close relationship between Mopan and Itzaj. 
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Reproduced with permission of Annual Reviews, Inc., from Lyle Campbell and Terrence Kaufman, 
‘Mayan linguistics: where are we now?’, Annual Review of Anthropology 14, p. 189; permission 
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.3   
 

Its closest relative, Itzaj, is no longer spoken but was probably mutually intelligible with Mopan. 

Even so, the structural differences between Mopan and Itzaj are sufficient to justify separate 

treatment (see e.g. Danziger’s 1996a discussion of the antipassive). Typologically, Mopan is a 

polysynthetic, predominantly head-marking language with split intransitive features (Danziger 

 
3 Orthographic conventions for Mayan language names vary. In citing work by specific authors relevant to 

particular languages, we use the conventions favored by that author. 
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1996a). Number marking is optional for nominals, and third person pronouns do not distinguish 

gender.  

Two morphemes, ix and aj4, satisfy Grinevald’s (2004:1021) definition of noun 

classifiers, in that they ‘commonly stand alone with their referent noun, independent of 

quantification or possession’.5 They share some properties with canonical gender markers, and 

we therefore refer to them as gender markers (GM), but they are non-canonical in several 

respects, to be discussed below.  

 

 
4  Orthography of the Academía de las Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala (England and Elliott 

1990). Differences from standard International Phonetic Alphabet symbols:  <’> glottalization of 

a preceding voiceless consonant, implosion of a preceding voiced consonant, or a glottal stop if it 

follows a vowel. <x> the voiceless palatal fricative. <j> the voiceless glottal fricative. <ä> the 

mid-central vowel. <tz>  the voiceless alveodental affricate. <ch> the voiceless alveopalatal 

affricate.  

 
5  Mopan also has numeral classifiers, a distinct set of morphemes that occur in conjunction with 

a numeral, e.g. jun tuul winik ‘one NUM.CLF.ANIM man’. They differ in their distribution from 

the forms we focus on here, and will not be discussed in this chapter. 
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(1) Example of Mopan gender markers ix ‘GM.F’ and aj ‘GM.M’6  
 
[Ventur 1976, 1:5 ‘The Sun and the Moon’, R.K’.] 7 
 

ka'         u           ka'        jeb’-aj-Ø              ulaak'=a,         aj          chupaat.  

COMP  3A       next     open-PFV-3B       other =PEV      GM.M       centipede.  

ka'         u          ka'        il-aj-Ø                 ulaak'=a,      ix         kuluk. 

COMP  3A      next     see-PFV-3B         other=PEV   GM.F   stinging_caterpillar 

‘When he opened another [box] again, [there were] GM.M centipede[s], when he looked in 

another again, GM.F stinging caterpillar[s].’ 

 
6  Key to interlinear glosses:  1, 2, 3, 4  = Person (for DEM and LOC:  3 = non-speech 

participant associated, accessed through vision; 4 = non-speech participant associated, accessed 

through audition or prior mention); A = Actor/ Set A person-marker series; ANIM[ate];  

ART[icle];  B=Undergoer/Set B person-marker series; CAUS[ative];  COMP[lementizer];  

D[eictic]; DEM[onstrative]; PEV = prosodic echo vowel;  EMPH[atic pronoun]; F[eminine]; 

G[ender]M[arker]; HS = hearsay particle;  IMP[erative]; INCH[oative]; INTR[ansitive];  IPFV = 

Imperfective;  IRR[ealis];  LOC[ative];  M[asculine]; NEG[ative];  NUM.CLF = Numeral 

Classifier; PFV = Perfective;  PL[ural]; PREP[osition]; QUOT[ative]; RLTR = relator;  SBJV = 

Subjunctive;  SCOPE = right-boundary enclitic;  TR[ansitive];  TRZ = Transitivizer. 

 
7  Ventur (1976) is a set of 75 narratives from eight Mopan speakers collected in Guatemala by 

Pierre Ventur in the 1970’s. The collection, transcribed and translated into Spanish, was donated 

by Ventur to the Smithsonian. The transcripts include the names of the original narrators, but 

since we have no way to obtain permission to publish their names, we use only initials to refer to 

them. The English translations of examples from Ventur in the present paper are the authors’. 
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6.3 How Mopan noun classifiers resemble canonical gender 

For the notion of canonical gender we refer to Corbett and Fedden (2016, henceforth CF). At the 

outset, we must note that agreement is central to CF’s notion of canonical gender: ‘We can 

demonstrate the existence of gender in a language only by the evidence of agreement’ (p. 498). 

Since the Mopan noun classifiers occur only in conjunction with a nominal, one would have to 

regard selection of GM as a type of ‘agreement’ between a N and a classifier. This somewhat 

resembles CF’s description of ‘controller genders’ in Mian, based on the form of the clitic article 

that accompanies the noun (p. 516). If one regards the conventional association between a 

nominal and one or the other classifier as ‘agreement’, Mopan can be said to have gender that 

conforms to canonical gender in the following respects. 

• The ‘controller’ (i.e. the nominal) is present, and is consistent in the ‘agreement’ it takes 

(CF p. 499). That is, for a given nominal we do not find a speaker switching between one 

gender and the other, though there is variation in the GM conventionally associated with 

some words, as reflected in dual entries in Hofling’s (2011) Mopan Maya-Spanish-

English Dictionary.8 With regard to agreement, note that in Mopan, agreement between a 

 
8  About 10% of the nouns in Hofling’s dictionary are listed as having variable gender 

assignment (where sex differentiation is irrelevant, e.g. for names of plants). Hofling drew from 

multiple sources spanning several decades and locations, including his own fieldwork (Hofling 

2011: 1-2). The variation in gender assignment may well be due to dialect differentiation, but no 

dialect survey of Mopan has been done. However, we have not found gender-switching in our 

usage data, except with terms for animate beings, to indicate sex differentiation (see section 
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nominal and a GM is strictly ‘local’ since the GM only occur in conjunction with a 

nominal and nowhere else, so agreement is restricted to a single domain (CF p. 499). 

• Gender is a lexical feature (CF p. 504) in that although the GM indicate sex of the 

referent when used with nominals denoting humans (aj ma’ ätan ‘widower (M)’, ix ch’up 

‘woman (F)’), the GM for nominals denoting non-humans cannot be predicted entirely 

based on the meaning of the nominal. That is, most gendered terms for animals are 

epicene and can refer to an individual of either sex: aj much ‘toad (M)’, ix t’ut’ ‘parrot 

(F)’.9 

• The two Mopan GM belong to a closed class (Principle IV, Criterion 3 of canonical 

morphosyntactic features: ‘All classes are closed, except the class of lexical items’, CF p. 

502). 

 

6.4 How the Mopan gender markers are non-canonical 

The Mopan GM are non-canonical in the following respects.  

 
6.5.2.1). What we have found is switching between treating a noun as gendered vs. non-gendered 

(see discussion of non-canonical properties below). 

9  Normally animal terms are consistent in the gender that they take, regardless of the sex of the 

animal, but Mopan speakers also stated that the conventional GM can be replaced with the other, 

if there is a special need to specify the animal’s sex (and if it is different from the one suggested 

by the usual GM); see section 6.5.2 for further discussion. 
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• Counter to the expectation that if a language has gender, it applies throughout the 

nominal lexicon (canonical morphosyntactic features Principle I, Criterion 4, CF p. 510), 

only a minority of nouns co-occur with a GM.  

• Counter to the expectation that agreement should be obligatory (among criteria of 

canonical agreement, CF p. 499), the GM can sometimes be omitted or replaced by the 

article. 

• Counter to the expectation that gender agreement should occur in multiple syntactic 

domains (criteria of canonical agreement, CF p. 499), gender is marked only in 

conjunction with the noun.  

• Counter to the expectation that agreement should be morphologically bound (criteria of 

canonical agreement, CF p. 499), the GM can be separated from the noun. 

• Contrary to the expectation that the gender of a noun should be constant across contexts 

(Canonical Gender Principle: each noun has a single gender value, CF p. 503), a GM can 

be introduced even with non-gendered nouns. 

We illustrate each of these with examples in the following subsections. 

 

6.4.1 Only a minority of Mopan nouns are gendered 

Hofling’s (2011:24) Mopan Maya-English-Spanish Dictionary lists about 540 ‘plain nouns’ of 

native Mayan origin, as well as about 100 nouns requiring a masculine noun classifier, about 90 

requiring a feminine noun classifier, and about 25 that can be used with either classifier with no 
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apparent difference in meaning (p. 25).10 Thus fewer than half of Mopan nouns are inherently 

gendered. The ones that are not are typically preceded either by the article a or by a possessive 

pronoun, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Examples of Mopan nouns typically preceded by GM, Article, or Possessive. 
 

Preceded by ix  

(GM.F) 

Preceded by aj  

(GM.M) 

Preceded by a  

(ART) : non-gendered 

Preceded by  Set A pronoun 

(POSSESSIVE) 

ix ch’up        ‘woman’ 

ix kolool     ‘partridge’ 

ix ib’      ‘black bean’ 

aj ma' ätan  ‘widower’ 

aj much ‘toad’ 

aj kuul   ‘palm heart’      

a winik     ‘man’ 

a k’änb’ul   ‘pheasant’ 

a p’uul       ‘jug’ 

in tat    ‘my  father’ 

u chi’     ‘his/her/its mouth’ 

ti  taan  ‘our front’ 

 
 

6.4.1.1 Why the article is not a third gender 

In Mopan, both article (ART) and GM fulfil certain determiner-like functions (see 4.3 below). 

However, lest the reader conclude from this that the article should be analysed as a third, ‘neuter’ 

gender, thereby increasing the total number of gendered nouns to a majority, we note that the 

distribution of the article differs from that of the GM, and therefore they do not belong to the 

same form-class. 

For example, if a gendered noun is possessed, it retains its GM along with the possessive 

marker, but the article cannot co-occur with a possessive. As shown in (2), when the masculine 

word kax ‘chicken’ is possessed, the possessive precedes the GM and both must be used, 

 
10 These totals do not include nouns that are typically preceded by a possessive pronoun (for 

example body part terms and kinship terms, see Table 1 and Danziger 1996b). Hofling’s “plain 

nouns” refer to those which co-occur with the article a. 
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whereas when the ungendered word p’ek ‘dog’ is possessed, it cannot also co-occur with the 

article. 

 

(2) Co-occurrence of Set A possessive with GM vs. article 

a. uy        aj   kax 

 3A[prevocalic form]  GM.M chicken  ‘his/her chicken’  

b. *u  kax 

 3A chicken  

c. u  p’ek 

 3A dog ‘his/her dog’     

d. *uy a  p’ek / *a   u  p’ek 

 3A ART dog   ART  3A dog 

 

We conclude from this and other evidence (see Contini-Morava and Danziger in preparation) 

that the article does not belong to the same form-class as the two Mopan GM, and that nouns 

which co-occur with the article rather than with ix (GM.F) or aj (GM.M) are non-gendered.11 

Therefore indeed, only a minority of Mopan nouns are gendered.  

 

6.4.2 Gender is marked only together with the noun. 

 
11  See section 4.3 for discussion of some functional similarities between GM and the article, and 

section 5 for some differences. 
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The Mopan GM are used only together with nominals, and are never used for anaphoric 

pronominal reference. This means that the Mopan GM do not serve a function commonly 

associated with gender-marking, namely its use for reference-tracking in discourse, as in 

examples (3) and (4) from Spanish and German respectively. 

 

(3) Gender for reference-tracking in Spanish  

[Example from C. Vidal, El Empleo, p. 16. Cited in Otheguy 1977: 165-166]  

Pasó por delante de la puerta (F) de un despacho (M), pero todavía no era el (M) que buscaba.  

‘He passed in front of the door (F) of an office (M), but [it] still was not the one (M, i.e. office) 

he was looking for.’ 

 

(4) Gender for reference-tracking in German [Zubin and Köpcke 1986: 174] 

Der Krug (M) fiel in die Schale (F), aber sie (F) zerbrach nicht. 

‘The jug (M) fell in the bowl (F), but it (F, i.e. the bowl) didn’t break.’ 

 

The fact that the Mopan GM are not used for anaphoric pronominal reference makes the Mopan 

noun classifiers different from those reported in some other Mayan languages, such as Jacaltec, 

as in example (5). 
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(5) Noun classifiers used for anaphoric reference in Jacaltec [Craig 1986: 264] 

 a xil naj xuwan no7 lab’a 

  saw NCLF:MALE John NCLF:ANIMAL snake 

   ‘John (M) saw the snake (ANIMAL).’ 

 b xil naj no7  

  saw NCLF:MALE NCLF:ANIMAL  

   ‘He (M) saw it (ANIMAL).’ 

 

If only a minority of Mopan nouns are gendered, and if gender-marking is never used for 

anaphoric reference, one may well ask what function(s) the GM serve in Mopan. Examination of 

the final three non-canonical properties of these gender markers will shed some light on that 

question.  

 

6.4.3 Gender Marker can be omitted 

Although Mopan nominals are typically preceded by one of the forms in Table 1 above, bare 

nouns do, less frequently, occur. In the following example, the word yampa’ ‘yam’, normally 

feminine gender, is first used with its GM, then without it. 

 

(6) Omission of Gender Marker12 

 [Ventur 1976,  1:03, ‘He Who Entered the Mountain’, R.K’.] 

b’in-ij     b’in    ti         paan   ix        yampa'.  

 
12  We remind the reader that the key to glosses is in footnote 5. 
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go-3B.INTR.PFV  HS    PREP dig      GM.F   yam    

‘They say he [an apprentice] went to dig FEM yam(s).’   

pero  il-a’,    kut’an   b’in  

but  see-3B.IRR  QUOT.3  HS  

 ‘“But look carefully,” he [the master] apparently said.’  

le'ek         a       tub’a    a     paan-t-ik-Ø         yampa’=a,   kut’an    b’in.  

3.EMPH  ART   where  2A  dig-TRZ-IPFV-3B  yam=PEV      QUOT.3  HS   

‘“Wherever it is that you dig [NO GM] yam(s),” he apparently said.’ 

ma’ in k’ati ka’ xik-ech a ch’uuk-t’e’ 

NEG 1A want COMP go.IRR-2B 2A peek-TRZ-3B.IRR 

a ch’e’en tub’a a paan-t-ik=i 

ART hole where 2A dig-TRZ-IPFV=PEV 

‘“I don’t want you to go peeking into the hole where you’ve been digging”.’ 

 

An alternative, logically possible analysis might claim that yampa’ ‘yam’ is normally 

ungendered and that feminine gender is being added to the word at the first mention in this 

example. In that case, however, there would be no way to account for the appearance of a 

feminine as opposed to a masculine GM, since yams are not sex-differentiated. That yampa’ is 

normally feminine is confirmed by a count of all instances of it in Ventur’s (1976) collection of 

75 narratives:  of a total of six instances of yampa’, five co-occur with GM.F ix and one (the one 
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in example 6) is bare; none occur with GM.M aj.13 The fact that the same GM (whether 

masculine or feminine) regularly co-occurs with a given gendered noun makes the analysis of 

‘GM dropped from normally gendered noun’ more appropriate than the alternative ‘GM added to 

normally ungendered noun’.  

 The optionality of pre-nominal marking is not unique to GM. Non-gendered nouns may also 

appear as ‘bare nouns’, that is without the article. Omission of GM or article is possible in 

generic contexts such as (6) above, and also in predicative contexts (example 7) and in non-

referential contexts such as noun-incorporation (example 8).14 

 

(7) Omission of GM in predicative context (much ‘toad’ is normally masculine gender) 

 [Danziger data, ‘Maria Toad’, J.S.] 

 
 
 
 
 

 
13  Since yampa’ occurs relatively rarely in this corpus, we did sample counts of gender 

consistency for a few other gendered nouns that appear more frequently in the corpus. Koj 

‘puma, lion’ occurs 44 times, of which 39 include GM.M aj and none included GM.F. Tz’unu’un 

‘nightingale’ occurs a total of 21 times, of which 15 include GM.F and none include GM.M. We 

conclude that it is appropriate to speak of “normally gendered” (and “normally ungendered”) 

nouns.  (As mentioned in section 6.4.1, variable-gender nouns also exist in Mopan, but these are 

a minority.) 

14  In predicative and noun-incorporation contexts, omission of GM is optional, whereas the 

article cannot be used.  
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Pues   yal-t-e’     kut’an    yal-t-e’     a  jok’-s-en 

well   try-TRZ-3B.IRR  QUOT.3    try-TRZ-3B.IRR  2A exit-CAUS-1B 

ix    ch’up  a   b’e   pero  much-Ø  

GM.F  woman ART  D.DEM.4 but  toad-3B  

‘”Well try” she said, “try to get me out”, but this woman was a (no GM)] toad.’ 

 

(8) Omission of GM before incorporated object [story title 3:16 from Ventur (1976)] 

aj   käx-än   kaj    

GM.M seek-INTR  (no GM) chicken 

‘chicken-keeper’ 

 

Example (8) is an agentive compound that includes the incorporated object kaj ‘chicken’, 

normally gendered masculine, whose GM has been omitted.15 

In general, the contexts from which GM and article may be omitted are those farthest 

from prototypical nounhood, and are contexts from which determiners are often omitted cross-

linguistically (Hopper and Thompson 1984). Both GM and article precede an expression that is 

 
15  The initial GM in (8) is used to derive the agentive and is unrelated to the gender of the 

incorporated object. See section 6.5.1 for further discussion of agentives. 
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to be understood as an entity rather than e.g. an action or modifier.16 Like the article, the gender 

markers thus appear to fulfil some determiner-like functions in this language. 

 

6.4.4 The GM can be separated from the noun, i.e. it is not morphologically bound to the noun17 

In Mopan, an adjective can intervene between a GM and a noun, as in example (9). 

 

(9) Adjectival modifier intervening between GM and noun 

 [Ventur (1976) 5:07, ‘The Orphans’, J.I.]  

yan-aj-oo'       u   mejen.    

exist-INCH.PFV-3B.PL 3A  child_of_man   

ka’   tuul      mejen. 

two  NUM.CLF.ANIM  child_of_man 

jun    tuul      aj   tz’i’ xidal  

one  NUM.CLF.ANIM GM.M little male 

jun    tuul      ix   tz’i’ ch'up.  

 
16  This function is motivated by the fluidity of lexical categories in Mopan (Danziger 2008), a 

property that it shares with other Yucatecan languages (see Lois and Vapnarsky 2006; also 

Contini-Morava and Danziger in preparation). 

17  Hofling (2011) describes ix and aj as ‘noun classifier prefixes’ and writes them together with 

the following noun as single words, e.g. ixt’ut’ ‘parrot’, for purposes of dictionary listing. 

However, the fact that an adjective can intervene between GM and noun strikes us as evidence 

for an analysis of these forms as separate words, as is the practice in most Mopan texts. 
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one   NUM.CLF.ANIM GM.F little woman 

‘He had children. Two children. One GM.M little boy (and) one GM.F little girl.’ 

 

In some cases, the construction GM + Modifier + Gendered Noun yields a new, 

multilexemic compound. In these cases, the new compound has the same gender as the original 

gendered noun, as shown in (10).  

 

(10)  GM + Modifier + N for multilexemic compound 

ix    nok’ol 

GM.F  worm 

 ‘worm’ 

ix    naab’           nok'ol   

GM.F  handsbreadth (measurement)    worm 

‘inchworm’  

 

This productive procedure results in a clustering of masculine versus feminine gender-marking in 

certain semantic domains of Mopan. For example, many kinds of worm are feminine in Mopan, 

by virtue of the fact that the relevant compounds include nok’ol ‘worm (F)’ as their head 

nominal.  

In general, gender-marking is more frequent at lower (multilexemic) taxonomic levels of 

the lexicon than at higher (monolexemic) levels, due to the non-canonical property described in 

the next subsection.  
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6.4.5 A GM can appear even with a non-gendered nominal 

When a nominal co-occurs with a modifier, a GM may be used even if that nominal is not 

normally gendered. For example, the word ch’o’oj ‘rat’ is not gendered when unmodified, as 

shown in the first mention of the rat in example (11), but when the adjectival modifiers noxi’ 

‘big’ and tz’i’ ‘small’ are added, a GM is introduced.18 

 

(11) GM appearing with a normally non-gendered noun that is modified by an adjective 

 [Ventur 1976, 3:16, ‘The Chicken-Keeper’, E.S.] 

le'ek    a    ti    ka'  

3.EMPH  ART   PREP  COMP  

u   jok'-s-aj-Ø       a    ch'o'oj=o, 

3A  exit-CAUS-TR.PFV-3B  ART   rat=PEV 

‘When the time came that the (ART) rat caused it [the post] to come out,’   

u   k'äm-aj-Ø      aj    noxi'   ch'o'oj=o.  

3A  receive-TR.PFV-3B  GM.M  big   rat=PEV 

‘the (GM.M) big rat received it [the post].’ 

u   jiil-aj-Ø.  

3A   pull-TR.PFV-3B 

‘It pulled it [out of the house].’ 

uxtun   aj    tz'i'   ch'o'oj=o,    

as_for   GM.M small  rat=PEV   

 
18  Only the masculine GM is used in such contexts. We return to this point below. 
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ke'en-Ø     toj   ich-il     ich    naj. 

be_located-3B  still   inside-RLTR  in     house 

‘As for the (GM.M) small rat, it was still inside, in the house.’ 

 

Introduction of a GM is not obligatory with adjectival modification; the sequence Article + 

Adjective + (non-gendered) N is also possible. (But recall that if the noun is normally gendered, 

it always retains its GM when modified by an adjective). 

Similarly, in multilexemic compounds (i.e. taxonomic levels sometimes known as 

‘specific’ or ‘varietal’, see Berlin, Breedlove and Raven 1973; Atran 1999: 133), gender marking 

is often introduced for subordinate terms even if the superordinate term is not gendered. We 

provide some examples in (12). 

 

(12) Gender-marking for compound terms with non-gendered heads [Source:  Hofling 2011] 

sinik ‘ant’ (ungendered) 

aj k’än sinik ‘yellow ant’(M) 

aj tu’uj sinik ‘stinky ant’(M) 

aj chäk sinik ‘painted ant’ (M) 

 

k’onop   ‘frangipani’ (ungendered) 

ix k’än k’onop  ‘yellow frangipani’ (F) 

ix säk k’onop  ‘white frangipani’ (F) 

ix chäk k’onop  ‘red frangipani’ (F) 
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ja’as   ‘plantain’ (ungendered) 

ix säk ja’as  ‘white plantain’ (F) 

ix/aj meen ja’as ‘banana’(lit., ‘small plantain’) (F or M; attested with same meaning in    

 Hofling 2011) 

ix/aj b’ox ja’as ‘black plantain’ (F or M; attested with same meaning in Hofling 2011) 

 

Although compounds formed from the same head noun may be consistent as to gender even 

when the head noun is itself ungendered—for example, the lists of ant and frangipani hyponyms 

in (12), this is not an absolute rule, as shown by the terms for ‘banana’ and ‘black plantain’. 

What is consistent is that subcategories are typically gendered, even when superordinate 

categories are not.19 

 

6.5 What is gender doing in Mopan? 

We have seen that reference-tracking, commonly considered a primary function of gender-

marking across languages (Zubin and Köpcke 1986, Contini-Morava and Kilarski 2013), cannot 

be accomplished by GM in Mopan. Only a minority of nouns are gendered, and even where they 

are gendered, GM appear only together with the noun, with no expanded agreement pattern that 

 
19 A full understanding of the lexicalized pairings of GM with monolexemes such as ix t’ut’ 

‘parrot’, aj ch’el ‘kingfisher’; ix tx’utz’uu’ ‘coral bean tree’, aj jujul ‘cotton tree’ and the like 

would require an in-depth folk-taxonomic investigation, which we have not undertaken (see Lois 

1998 and Atran 1999 for discussion of folk taxonomies in the closely related Itzaj).  
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would allow for reference-tracking. What then, if any, are the functions of gender-marking that 

we can extract from this case? What, in short, does Mopan gender-marking actually do?  

A partial answer to this question was provided in section 4.3, when we noted that the 

Mopan GM function in some contexts in a way that is similar to the article, in having some 

determiner-like functions. We mentioned that both GM and article precede a form that is to be 

construed as an entity rather than an action or a modifier. In contrast, we now pursue two of the 

ways in which GM are functionally distinct from the article. 

We will argue that several functions of ix and aj in Mopan can be deduced from 

productive uses of these two forms that are connected to the conceptual strands of agentivity and 

differentiation (and which the article does not share). Uniting both strands is the fact that GM 

(but not ART) are used as honorific titles before human proper names used in reference, such as 

ix Maria, ‘Ms. Maria’, aj Juan, ‘Mr. Juan’. Human beings are prototypical agents, and gender is 

a highly salient means of differentiating between human beings. A connection to the use of GM 

with proper names can be drawn both historically and functionally. Early attestations of ix and aj 

morphemes to convey honorific titles in Classic Ch’olti’an (Montgomery 2002) show that some 

of these titles conveyed semantic aspects of literal control and command over what followed, 

such as aj k’u-jun-na ‘he of the sacred books’ (Montgomery 2002: 30).20 

 
20  The morphemes ix and aj are widely used in many Mayan languages both for honorific titles 

and for agentive nominals, even in languages where they do not also serve as gender markers 

with non-human nouns. They are also documented in the language represented in Mayan 

hieroglyphic script, which was a (Greater) Cholan one, sometimes called Classic Ch’olti’an 

(Houston et al. 2000) and which dates roughly to the second half of the first millennium AD. 
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6.5.1 Agentivity 

GM are used productively to derive agentive nouns from active intransitive verb forms, as shown 

in (13). 

 

(13) Use of GM to derive human, gendered agentive nominals from active intransitive stem 

 ix    p’o’  

 GM.F wash   

‘washerwoman’  (‘Ms. washer’) 

aj    jook’ 

GM.M fish   

‘fisherman’ (‘Mr. fisher’) 

 

Such agentive nominals may also include an incorporated object, as in example (8), repeated 

here for the reader’s convenience. 

 

(14) GM + active intransitive stem + incorporated object 

 aj    käx-än  kax  

 GM.M  seek-INTR chicken 

‘chicken-keeper’ (‘Mr. seek chicken’) 
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A rather abstract extension of gender marking for agentivity is the fixed expression k’u’ aj 

etel, used to refer to an unspecified instrument, as in (15). 

 

(15) Use of GM.M for unspecified instrument  

   [Ventur 1976: 1:02, ‘The Story of How Man Was Made’, R.K’.] 

 y   inen=e,     inw  eel   k'u' -Ø  

 and 1.EMPH=PEV 1A know  what-3B 

 aj    etel  a   bet-aj-Ø. 

 GM.M with 2A do-TR.PFV-3B  

‘And I know with what you did it [lit., (it is) what, the MASC = AGENTIVE -with (that) you 

did it].’  

 

This use is only found with the masculine GM aj. Abstract agents are never marked feminine. 

 

6.5.1.1 Creative employment of GM for agentivity 

The association of the GM with agentivity, and especially with human agents, motivates the 

creative use of gender-marking to suggest the unexpected animacy/agentivity of inanimate 

objects. Example (16) is from a story in which three walking-sticks magically move on their own 

to help a hunter carry some meat. 
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 (16)           Creative use of gender marking to suggest agency [ED ‘Wild Woman And Meat’] 

Ox-tuul-oo’         aj   kuch-b’äk’  a   xoolte’ 

three-NUM.CLF.ANIM-3B.PL      GM.M carry-meat  ART  walking_stick 

leek-oo’     a   b’e’   

3.EMPH-3B.PL  ART  D.DEM.4   

‘Those aforementioned walking sticks became three (living) meat-carriermen.’ 

 

The word xoolte’ ‘walking stick’ is not gendered in Mopan, and of course walking-sticks have no 

sex. In this example however, the walking-sticks are characterized as the masculine agents of an 

active intransitive verb with incorporated object ‘to meat-carry’. The structure GM + V-with-

incorporated-object is that of the agentive construction just discussed, and resembles that of the 

lexicalized agentive compounds to be discussed in section 5.3 below, but example (16) is a nonce 

creation. Crucial to this example is the fact that in this case the use of the GM suggests not only 

agentivity but also animacy. This is confirmed by the use of the numeral classifier tuul, used for 

counting animate beings, to characterize the inanimate walking-sticks in their magical role as 

“meat-carriers”.21  

One of the non-canonical functions of gender-marking in Mopan, then, appears to be the 

expression of agency, when followed by active intransitive predicate forms.  

 

6.5.2 Gender and differentiation 

 
21  Only the masculine GM is used in such nonce agentives. As elsewhere (see sections 6.5.1 and 

6.5.3), masculine is the default for agentive inanimates, where sex differentiation is not at issue. 
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When used for human referents (e.g. ix ch’up ‘woman, aj ma' ätan ‘widower’), Mopan GM 

clearly indicate sex of the referent, i.e. ‘natural gender’. This semantic-functional property is also 

relevant in various ways to GM when they are used for non-human referents.  

 

6.5.2.1 Use of GM to indicate sex of animals 

Most gendered terms for animals in Mopan are epicene, i.e. they denote the species regardless of 

sex. So e.g. aj ch'aakwan means 'spotted wood-quail', not ‘male spotted wood-quail’, and aj 

much means ‘toad’, not ‘male toad’. However, some Mopan speakers accept replacement of the 

conventional GM with the other in order to refer to an animal of a sex different from that 

suggested by the conventional GM, and they are also willing to accept the use of a GM to 

indicate the sex of an animal even with normally ungendered nouns. We provide some examples 

in (17). 

 

(17) Use of non-conventional GM to indicate sex of animals22 

 

a ix ch'aakwan 'female spotted wood-quail' [aj ch’aakwan is the general word for ‘spotted 

wood quail’] 

b ix t’u’ul ‘female rabbit’ [aj t’u’ul is the general term for ‘rabbit’] 

c ix/aj ek’en ‘female/male pig’ [ek’en ‘pig’ is normally non-gendered] 

 
22  The first two examples are from Hofling’s (2011) dictionary. The third was elicited. Some 

speakers preferred to use a compound including a gender-specific noun, such as ix na’ ek’en 

‘female pig’ [ix na’ ‘mother’, used for ‘female’ in compounds].  
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The association between the GM and sex differentiation can even cause a conflict between the 

conventional gender of a noun and the sex of the referent. Example (18) comes from a story 

about a toad (a noun normally gendered masculine) that transforms into a woman. At this point 

in the story she is still a toad. Here the narrator resolves the gender conflict by replacing the 

masculine GM by the article a.23 

 

(18) Replacement of GM by article [ED data, ‘Maria Toad’, J.S.] 

te’=i ka’ uch-ij u t’an a much=u 

D.LOC.4=SCOPE next happen-3B.INTR.PFV 3A speak ART toad=PEV 

‘There the toad spoke again.’ 

 

Given that Mopan speakers sometimes replace a noun’s conventional GM with the other to 

indicate sex of animals, as shown in (17), the reader may wonder why the narrator of the toad-

woman story used the article rather than just replacing the masculine GM with the feminine in 

(18). It is possible that the very fact that switching GM is sometimes used to indicate sex of 

animals inhibited that move here, since the toad-woman is something other than a female toad.  

Finally, the GM can combine the semantic dimensions of agentivity and ‘natural’ gender 

differentiation to indicate natural gender differences between agents in the absence of gendered 

 
23  The fact that the toad has been mentioned before, hence is familiar to the hearer, is not 

relevant to the choice of ART rather than GM here. In Mopan both the ART and the GM can be 

used for both familiar and unfamiliar referents (Contini-Morava and Danziger in preparation). 
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pronouns in this language. The two sentences in example (19) illustrate the usual way of 

expressing an ongoing action in the third person:  use of an aspectual ‘pre-verb’ marked with the 

3rd person Set B (Undergoer) suffix, followed by a 3rd person Set A (Actor/ Possessor) pronoun + 

lexical predicate (see Danziger 1996a). As shown in (19a and b), the Set A pronouns do not 

distinguish gender.  

 

(19) Default Actor pronoun is unmarked for sex 

Unmarked syntax: 

a. tan-Ø    u   puut’   ja’ 

 continue-3B 3A draw  water 

b. tan-Ø    u   si’ 

 continue-3B 3A chop_firewood 

       ‘His/her water-drawing continues; his/her wood-chopping continues.’ 

       Free translation: ‘He/she is drawing water; he/she is chopping wood.’ 

 

Compare the examples in (19) with those in (20), from a narrative in which a pair of demons 

have sent their intended victims, a woman and her husband, to draw water and chop wood. 

Hearing the sounds of these two kinds of labour, the demons utter (20a and b). In these 

examples, the aspectual pre-verb tan is followed by what look like agentive nominals, instead of 

the usual structure illustrated in (19). This manoeuvre allows the narrator not only to refer 

directly to the agent of each action, but to differentiate the two agents from one another, by 

indicating their contrasting sexes. 
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(20) Creative use of GM to distinguish gender of agents  

[ED data, ‘Wild Woman and Meat’, J.S. and R.I.]  

a. tan-Ø    ix    puut’   ja’ 

 continue-3B GM.F draw  water 

b. tan-Ø    aj    si’ 

 continue-3B GM.M chop_firewood 

       ‘Ms. water-drawer continues; Mr. wood-chopper continues’ 

       Free translation: ‘She is drawing water; he is chopping wood’ 

 

In (20), note that the ‘agentive’ use of the GM is not serving actually to add agency to the 

unmarked syntax: agency would already be signalled by the non-gendered Set A pronoun. 

Instead, the agentive function of the GM is co-opted to add information about natural gender.  

Thus although the Mopan GM are in many respects arbitrarily linked to particular lexical 

items, they can also be used to indicate semantic (‘natural’) sex-gender marking. The binary 

differentiation that this conveys is appropriated, we now argue, for purposes of conveying 

differentiation and distinctness well beyond natural gender.  

 

6.5.2.2 Use of GM for lexical (sub)categorisation 

We saw in section 6.4.5 above that not only can modifiers intervene between gender markers and 

the nouns they govern, but when a Mopan nominal occurs with a modifier, it is licensed to add a 

GM, even if it was not a gendered noun in the first place, e.g. aj noxi ch’o’oj (GM.M big rat) ‘the 

big rat’. Combined with the determiner-like function of specifying entities, the effect is often to 

create a new—and now gender-marked—lexical entity at the next taxonomic level down from 
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the original nominal. The net result is that the lower the taxonomic level, the more likely a term 

is to be gendered.24  

The distribution of the Mopan GM with lexicalized compounds is very similar to that 

described for Mopan’s close relative, Itzaj (Lois 1998). For example, the Itzaj generic-species 

term ‘ik ‘chile-pepper’ is ungendered, but the specific term ix-ch’uuk[+]’ik ‘sweet chile pepper’ 

is feminine. Lois interprets this function of gender-marking as follows: ‘from the set X (X= ‘ik 

=chile pepper), the one that is ch’uuk ‘sweet’’ (p. 263). Lois explains this by saying that ‘[t]he 

modifying adjective provides the restricted context for the contrastive relationship to be 

established’ (p. 239). 

Something similar seems to be the case in Mopan. We concur with Lois’s insight that the 

use of GM suggests taxonomic contrast, both with lexicalized compounds and with productive 

adjectival modification. That is, there is a conceptual parallel between the use of gender-marking 

 
24  As noted by Lois (1998: 268-9), this is reminiscent of the use of neuter gender in German for 

superordinate terms such as das Tier ‘the [neuter] animal’ and masculine/feminine for hyponyms 

such as der Fisch ‘the [masc.] fish’ (Zubin and Köpcke 1986: 148). Zubin and Köpcke also note 

(p. 154) that epicene nouns for animals (such as das Pferd ‘the [neuter] horse’, das Rind ‘the 

[neuter] head of cattle’, das Schwein ‘the [neuter] pig’) often have hyponyms that match natural 

gender (die Stute ‘the [fem.] mare’/der Hengst ‘the [masc.] stallion’, die Kuh ‘the [fem.] 

cow’/der Bulle ‘the [masc.] bull’, die Sau ‘the [fem.] sow’/der Eber ‘the [masc.] boar’). 

However, the superordinate alternative to M/F gender in Itzaj and Mopan is lack of gender rather 

than neuter gender. 
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for taxonomic subcategorisation (‘of plantains, the white variety’) and its use for adjectival 

modification (‘of rats, the small one’).  

 

6.5.3 Lexicalized agentive compounds 

In one final function that appears to combine both differentiation and agentivity, the gender 

markers can be used together with an active intransitive verb + incorporated noun (the same 

structure used in (16), the nonce meat-carriermen example) to permanently name animals and 

things based on what they characteristically do. This is illustrated in (21). 

 

(21) Use of GM to derive non-human agentive nominals [Source: Hofling (2011)] 

aj tz’uutz’-k’ik’   ‘vampire bat’ [‘suck-blood’] 

aj pot-che’   ‘woodpecker’ [‘perforate-wood/tree’] 

ix sut-k’in   ‘sunflower’ [‘visit-sun’] 

ix tuub’-nok’ol   ‘drooling worm’ [‘spit-worm’]25 

 

Although some lexicalized agentive compounds for non-humans employ the feminine GM ix, as 

shown in (21), in general the masculine GM aj is the default for such compounds:  of 67 such 

compounds listed in Hofling’s dictionary, only five (7%) are feminine. Furthermore, only aj is 

used for compounds that name non-animate implements such as the examples in (22). 

 
25  As this compound illustrates, not all incorporated nominals are Undergoer arguments (“direct 

objects”) of their verbs. The relationship of incorporated nominal to incorporating verb is not a 

factor in the distribution of masculine and feminine gender over these compounds.  
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(22) Use of GM.M to derive non-animate implements [Source: Hofling (2011)] 

aj cho’-koj     ‘toothbrush’ [‘clean-tooth’] 

aj jo’och-lu’um  ‘hoe’ [‘scrape-earth’] 

aj mäch-ch’ilam   ‘fishing net’ [‘grab-fish’] 

aj p’o’-k’ä    ‘sink’ [‘wash-arm/hand’] 

 

That is, when employing a GM for agentive entities that are not sex-differentiated, the default 

gender marking is masculine.  

Recall that the masculine GM aj serves as the default for agentive compounds denoting 

inanimates and for unspecified instruments (section 6.5.1), and with adjectival modifiers of 

ungendered nouns (section 6.4.5). We propose that this arises from the fact that while the GM 

have taken on the function of indicating contrast (cf. Lois 1998) in general and independently of 

marking sex, they also have a productive use to indicate sex (‘natural’ gender), as illustrated in 

section 6.5.2.1. To use both ix and aj in non-sex contexts would introduce the implication that 

sex difference is relevant where it is not. Although the use of masculine as default gender is 

common with two-gender systems cross-linguistically (Corbett 1991: 290), the situation in 

Mopan is different from the more familiar case of masculine as default where a gender must be 

specified for morphosyntactic reasons, yet reference is being made to persons of unknown or 

mixed gender, e.g. in French. In Mopan aj alone stands in for gender as a principle of 

differentiation in general—not because gender must be specified, but because gender need not 

always be specified. 
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6.6 Summary 

The Mopan gender markers share some determiner-like functions with the article, despite the fact 

that distributional differences preclude assigning GM and ART to the same form-class. In 

particular, the GM and ART can be omitted in discourse contexts that are not prototypically 

nominal, where nouns often lose their ‘trappings’ (Hopper and Thompson 1984):  generic, 

predicative, and noun-incorporation contexts. 

Gender in Mopan is also productively associated with sex-differentiated agentivity 

(‘fisherman’, ‘water-drawer’), which is connected to humans both as prototypical agents and as 

gender-differentiated beings. The convention of using GM with human proper names in Mopan 

indexes this connection, and points to the possible origins of the current system in ancient 

honorific titles that spoke of potency and control as well as of natural gender differentiation. The 

still-productive association of GM both with notions of agentivity and with those of 

differentiation motivates further extensions in both directions. Agentivity is extended to 

descriptive terms for non-humans based on what they do; sex differentiation is extended to 

various other types of subcategorisation, such as identification of a referent as a member of a 

contrast set singled out by an adjectival modifier. Many such combinations are lexicalized as 

compound terms for specifics/varietals, yielding a lexicon that is heavily weighted toward 

gender-marking at lower taxonomic levels.  

 

6.7 Conclusion 

The non-canonical properties of the Mopan gender markers follow from the fact that gender 

plays a role in Mopan that is very different from the one it plays in more canonical gender 

systems. In particular, Mopan GM play a significant role in lexicon-expansion, exploiting the 
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semantics of agency and differentiation to derive agentive nominals, and to indicate highly 

differentiated varietal subcategories. Unlike the cross-linguistically canonical function of gender-

marking as a reference-tracking device, these Mopan functions do not require marking of gender 

on every noun—in fact they function more coherently if some nouns are left unmarked for 

gender. Also because the GM are not used for reference-tracking, it is not necessary for gender to 

be marked in multiple syntactic contexts. Finally, because gender is marked only in conjunction 

with the noun in Mopan and has limited other syntactic functions, GM can be used in a manner 

similar to the article in delivering the determiner-like discourse functions illustrated in section 

6.4.3.  

We find, therefore, that Mopan’s apparently puzzling departures from morphosyntactic 

non-canonicity in gender marking can be understood by considering the non-canonical functional 

roles of the GM in lexicon-expansion (to derive agentives and distinguish varietal subcategories) 

and in grammar (to identify the following expression as an entity). Conversely, their absence in 

generic, predicative, and noun-incorporated contexts correlates with a departure from 

prototypical nounhood. Thus our investigation of non-canonical form has led to some discoveries 

about non-canonical functions that in turn can be understood to motivate Mopan’s departures 

from morphosyntactic canonicity in gender-marking with which we began. 
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